
 

 
  
  

 

  

x10 Day&Night 1080P HD Fast Dome IR IP Camera

 

 

  

Features

10 Optical Zoom Lens (4.9 ~ 49mm)
Day & Night (IR cut removable)
x64 Digital Zoom
High efficiency IR LED, radiant distance up to 16m
True H.264 AVC/MPEG-4 part 10 real-time video compression
H.264 and Motion JPEG multi-profile video streaming
Wide Dynamic Range
Digital Noise Reduction
Sens. Up Function
Dynamic Privacy Zone Mask
Horizontal Flip
360° Endless panning
Up to 128 Programmable Preset Positions
2-way audio supported
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iPhone and Android Support
Onvif Support

Discontinued date

2019.01.31

Alternative models

MR8322 / MR6422X

  

Description

  

The IPS2102E is 10X Day & Night 1080P HD PTZ Dome IR IP Camera that compliment LILIN’s already
established HD PTZ series of cameras. The camera can be powered through High Power over Ethernet,
which complies with the PoE standard IEEE 802.3at. The high-speed dome is capable of streaming HD video
at up to 30FPS. Featuring LILIN’s Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) feature, the IPS2102E captures highlights and
shadows simultaneously, eliminating pixilation and smear. Combine this with Digital Noise Reduction
technology and adaptive tone reproduction and the contrast of images in bright or dark areas is
dramatically improved. Capable of making 360° continuous panning, users can accurately position the
camera to identify specific targets. The 10x optical zoom gives the IPS2102E an impressive range. With a
focal length of 4.9〜49mm, and up to 128 programmable preset positions, the IPS2102E is ideal for
numerous applications.  

Further features include privacy zones, comprehensive scheduling, 2-way audio, weighted mode, digital PTZ,
alarm activation by motion detection. Connecting the cameras to your IP system is simple. Pair them with
our NVR Touch series, and the installation wizard, WS Discovery, will locate all IP cameras on the network
and generate a snapshot image of each channel. This will help with identification and greatly speed up
camera setup.
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